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ABSTRACT

We propose a Text-to-Speech method to create an unseen ex-
pressive style using one utterance of expressive speech of
around one second. Specifically, we enhance the disentangle-
ment capabilities of a state-of-the-art sequence-to-sequence
based system with a Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) and a
Householder Flow. The proposed system provides a 22% KL-
divergence reduction while jointly improving perceptual met-
rics over state-of-the-art. At synthesis time we use one exam-
ple of expressive style as a reference input to the encoder for
generating any text in the desired style. Perceptual MUSHRA
evaluations show that we can create a voice with a 9% rela-
tive naturalness improvement over standard Neural Text-to-
Speech, while also improving the perceived emotional inten-
sity (59 compared to the 55 of neutral speech).

Index Terms— Text-to-speech, data efficiency, and semi-
supervised learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Neural Text-to-Speech models, such as Tacotron and WaveNet
[1, 2], are able to produce high quality speech with natural-
ness close to that of real humans. However, these models
require several hours of data to produce high-quality voices.

This work focuses on creating high-quality expressive
speech using only one utterance of a target style without
requiring retraining. We show that we are able to create
high-quality expressive voices at low cost and improve the
naturalness of our baseline state-of-the-art neutral text-to-
speech system. Our approach relies on a architecture com-
bining Householder Flows and Variational AutoEncoders
(VAE) in a novel way that provides better KL-Divergence
(KLD) between an isotropic Gaussian prior and our VAE
latent variables, alongside better reconstruction than exist-
ing methods. Reductions in KLD provide lower correlation
between our latent variables. Consequently, our approach
provides improved manipulation of the latents [3], substantial
improvements in the disentanglement of the latent space, and
raises perceptual metrics of synthesized expressive speech
whilst using only one reference utterance.

To the authors knowledge, this work is the first to tackle
the problem of one-shot synthesis of an unseen expressive

Fig. 1: Overview of the system’s architecture: a Varia-
tional seq-to-seq auto-encoder conditioned on the phonetic
sequence. The Universal Neural Vocoder translates the gen-
erated spectrogram into the final speech signal.

style. Although there is existing work in the related fields
of prosody generation [4] and prosody transfer [5], these ap-
proaches rely on either modelling expressive speech or trans-
ferring a seen expressive style to an unseen speaker, and are
trained on a large corpora of expressive speech. In contrast,
we use only one utterance to create an unseen style. Our
problem is also distinct from that of speaker-adaptation [6, 7],
as we wish to improve expressiveness by including emotion
for existing speakers, not learn entirely new speakers. Exist-
ing work on emotional speech focuses on explicit emotional
speech models [8], model adaptation [9] or voice conversion
[10, 11], which again require significantly more data than the
single utterance required by our proposed system.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH

For our proposed architecture, we extend a state-of-art
sequence-to-sequence NTTS [2, 12, 13] system. This base
seq2seq model uses an attention module to map the con-
catenated outputs of an RNN-based Phoneme Encoder and
a mel-spectrogram conditioned Reference Encoder to mel-
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spectrograms via an autoregressive decoder. The reference
encoder is trained as the aggregate posterior of a VAE [14],
and is conditioned on mel-spectrograms to predict the mean
and variance of a 64-dimensional diagonal Gaussian Distri-
bution (with similar architecture to [4]). Thus, the reference
encoder and the decoder form a text-conditioned VAE, with
the Phoneme Encoder providing text-conditioning to our net-
work. We consider this as our baseline system, referred to as
Vanilla VAE.

Our proposed system extends this base model by adding
a Householder Normalizing Flow [15] (as presented in Fig-
ure 1) to the text-conditioned VAE. Householder Flows con-
sist of multiple steps of easily invertible affine transforma-
tions that transform samples from a diagonal Gaussian to
samples from a full co-variance Gaussian. We hypothesise
that Householder Normalizing Flows allow samples from
the reference encoder to better match the diagonal normal
Gaussian prior while allowing the samples after the flow to
become more co-related. We believe that this allows for both
improved disentanglement and better reconstruction by the
decoder. To investigate this claim, we tried a variety of archi-
tectures differing only in how the Householder vectors used
to define each step of the householder flow are predicted. We
now summarize our different architectures (see also Figure
2).

• Architecture-1: We follow the original implementation
of Householder Flows [15] - predicting the first house-
holder vector as an additional output of the reference
encoder, with all other vectors predicted via subsequent
affine transformations.

• Architecture-2: We predict all the Householder vectors
as separate outputs of the reference encoder.

• Architecture-3: We propose a novel architecture where
Householder vectors are globally shared across all ut-
terances. This architecture is distinct from all existing
implementations of Householder Flows, as the vectors
are not conditioned on the input to the VAE encoder in
any way (e.g. Architecture-1).

Each architecture is evaluated using 2, 4, 8 and 16 house-
holder vectors as hyperparameters. Across all our architec-
tures, samples from the output of the flow are concatenated
with the output of the phoneme encoder instead of samples
from the output distribution of the reference encoder.

During training, we use a large training corpus (Section
4) and feed the target spectrogram into the reference encoder.
At synthesis time, we instead use a spectrogram from the
1-shot data-set (also described in Section 4) as input to the
reference encoder and feed phonemes of the target text into
the phoneme encoder. To complete the TTS pipeline, we use
the vocoder of [16] to convert the mel-spectrograms to audio
waveforms.

Fig. 2: Diagram of proposed architectures: Architecture-1
(a), Architecture-2 (b), and Architecture-3 (c). hi refers to
the ith householder vector.

3. CORPORA

We train our models on a training data-set combining two cor-
pora: a high-quality proprietary multi-speaker corpus, and a
subset of the VCTK [17] corpus. Both data-sets contained
natural speech waveforms from English speakers speaking in
non emotional styles. Our internal corpus contains 181 hours
of speech from 13 speakers (each contributing between 5 and
35 hours), which we combine with 21 English VCTK speak-
ers (each with 23 minutes of recordings).

Alongside this training corpus, we also have access to a
small corpus of expressive recordings for one of our internal
speakers. This speaker exhibits the ‘excited’ emotion across
three intensity levels: low, medium and high. We randomly
picked one utterance for each intensity level to condition the
reference encoder in our 1-shot experiments. Furthermore,
we selected 50 text prompts to be synthesized for perceptual
evaluations, ensuring that each prompt corresponds to an ap-
propriate emotional and intensity level given its content.

4. RESULTS

We evaluated each system using both objective and percep-
tual metrics. Our objective metrics are the KL-divergence
of our reference encoder and the final teacher-forced L2 loss
achieved by our the decoder. To choose systems for percep-
tual evaluations, we compare our system against other state-
of-the-art methods with HouseHolder Flows (across multiple
hyper-parameter configurations), and choose the best model
with and best model without flows. Our perceptual evalua-
tions target speech naturalness, emotional intensity and signal
quality.

4.1. Objective Evaluation

We compare the Vanilla VAE system summarized in the
Section 2, with the three other architectures predicting house-



Fig. 3: KL-Divergence (blue bars) and Reconstruction Ob-
jective (orange bars) Metrics. We plot the average loss for the
final epoch when training is stopped for each architecture and
hyper-parameter presented in the Proposed Approach section.

holder vectors in different ways. Our proposed architec-
ture, Architecture-3, achieves the lowest combination of
KL-divergence and Reconstruction Loss across all systems
(Figure 3). Furthermore, it is the only architecture which pro-
vides lower KL-divergence, reducing it by 22%, or improved
disentanglement, while also providing better reconstruction
when comparing against Vanilla VAE. From informal lis-
tening, this model indeed provided better quality in limited
scenarios as compared to the other models, with flows, that
we tried. We believe this is because the flow in our proposed
architecture is now able to learn transformations of factors
that are relevant for speech in general rather than having to
learn how to transform factors that could change with dif-
ferent inputs. We will refer to this architecture with the best
hyper-parameter (16 householder vectors) as VAE+FLOW
for the rest of this paper.

In the next section, we verify that the superior disentan-
glement achieved by our model (without a loss in reconstruc-
tion loss), allows for convincing 1-shot generalization of ex-
pressive speech.

4.2. Perceptual Evaluations

To evaluate our model with respect to naturalness, emotional
strength, and signal quality, we ran three MUltiple Stimuli
with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) tests [18]
across 40 listeners from Amazon Mechanical Turk.

For naturalness, we asked our listeners “Please rate the
naturalness of the systems. Make sure that at least 1 system
per screen is always rated 100.” and provided a scale from 0
(Very poor) to 100 (Completely natural). To measure emo-
tional strength, we asked “Please rate the strength of the emo-
tion of the systems. Consider the neutral sounding sample
(there is one provided for each utterance) as 0 and an ex-
tremely emotional sounding sample as 100.” and provided a
scale from 0 (Neutral) to 100 (Very Emotional). Finally, to
measure signal quality, we asked “Please rate the systems in
terms of audio quality. Try to ignore the content of the speech

Fig. 4: Perceptual Results of naturalness for low, medium,
high and aggregated emotional intensities. We plot MUSHRA
responses of listeners as box-plots for each intensity. The
number in white and location of the green triangle represents
the mean of the listeners response for that system.

and the expressivity and instead focus on the quality of the au-
dio signal (e.g glitches, clicks, noise...).” and provided a scale
from 0 (Very poor) to 100 (Very good).

Each MUSHRA consisted of 4 systems: recordings of
Emotional Speech (hidden higher anchor), Neutral TTS
(hidden lower anchor), Vanilla VAE and VAE+FLOW. We
show each listener 50 utterances with excited emotions with
prompts as described in the Corpus section. To measure
statistical significance, we ran t-tests with Bonferroni-Holm
corrections at a 95% significance level. Our null-hypothesis
is that the mean MUSHRA scores of the listening population
for the two systems is equal.

4.2.1. Naturalness

MUSHRA evaluations of naturalness are presented in Fig-
ure 4. When aggregated across all emotional intensities, there
is a statistically significant difference between all pairs of sys-
tems. Both 1-shot based expressive systems (VAE+FLOW
and VAE) obtain higher naturalness (66.3 and 67.8 respec-
tively) than the neutral system (62.2). When we break down
the results per intensity conveyed in the reference utterance,
this improvement in naturalness of both the 1-shot based ex-
pressive systems with respect to the neutral system is main-
tained for low and medium intensities. However, the differ-
ence between the two 1-shot expressive systems is not sta-
tistically significant. In contrast, when using high intensity
utterances as the reference, there is a statistically significant
degradation respect to neutral (66.6) for both expressive sys-
tems: partially reduced by VAE+FLOW (63.9) as compared
to the vanilla VAE (60.3).

4.2.2. Emotional Strength

For emotional strength (Figure 5), we found significant differ-
ences between all pairs of systems, in the aggregated results
as well as results split by intensity. As expected, listeners



Fig. 5: Perceptual Results for emotional strength across low,
medium, high and aggregated emotional intensities. Legend
and metrics are reported as in Figure 4.

Fig. 6: Perceptual Results for signal quality for low, medium,
high and aggregated emotional intensities. Legend and met-
rics are reported as in Figure 4.

scored the emotional strength of the neutral system consis-
tently (and lower than rest of the systems) across all the eval-
uations and both the 1-shot expressive systems were scored
with a higher mean score than neutral.

4.2.3. Signal Quality

Figure 6 shows the perceptual evaluations of signal quality.
When aggregated across all emotional intensities, we see a
significant difference between all pairs of system. Further-
more, for low and medium intensities the difference between
flow and no-flow is not significant, whereas differences be-
tween all other system pairs are significant. In the high inten-
sity case, the difference between all pairs of systems is signif-
icant.

5. DISCUSSION

Overall, both Vanilla VAE and VAE+FLOW provide a
method to perform one-shot adaptation of a new expres-
sive style. Vanilla VAE provided a statistically significantly
improvement in emotional strength (23% relative), and nat-
uralness (2% relative) over Neutral TTS despite listeners
detecting a degradation in signal quality (20% relative).

Our proposed VAE+FLOW architecture, leveraging a sim-
ple computationally inexpensive flow, is able to statistically
significantly improve further upon Vanilla VAE in emotional
strength (2.5% relative) naturalness (2.2% relative), and sig-
nal quality (1.7% relative).

After breaking down the perceptual results by emotional
intensity, we found that the relative improvement achieved by
VAE+FLOW over Vanilla VAE increases with emotional in-
tensity. In this scenario, a higher intensity means a bigger
acoustic divergence from the neutral speech. We, therefore,
hypothesize that our proposed VAE+FLOW architecture per-
forms better at the extreme cases of high intensity due to im-
proved disentanglement, leading to better generalization ca-
pabilities.

This hypothesis is supported by our perceptual tests on
emotional strength. All systems suffer a drop in naturalness
when synthesizing high excitement (due to the degradation in
signal quality caused by trying to synthesize speech very dif-
ferent to the training corpus). However, the improvement in
generalization by the VAE+FLOW system provides a smaller
naturalness degradation, compared to Neutral TTS, than the
Vanilla VAE system in this case (4% and 9.5% respectively).
Finally, we note that while we’re consistently increasing emo-
tional strength in the low and medium case, these results are
not translating proportionately to listeners perception of nat-
uralness despite natural recordings of those emotions being
rated highly. We hypothesize this is due to the limited signal
quality that 1-shot systems can currently achieve.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a novel approach using householder flows
within a text-conditioned VAE that overcomes the com-
mon trade-off between disentanglement and reconstruction
in a state-of-the-art VAE implementation. The proposed
flow-based VAE system significantly reduced KL-divergence
(22% relative reduction) whilst providing a 2% relative im-
provement in reconstruction. Furthermore, we showed that
pre-existing methods can perform 1-shot adaption to a new
expressive style with only one utterance. Our VAE+FLOW
model improved naturalness and emotional strength over an
existing state-of-the-art system particularly when generaliz-
ing across more extreme prosody differences (with respect to
the neutral training data) using only one utterance.

We have shown that signal quality is the bottleneck pre-
venting joint improvement of naturalness and emotional
strength. Future investigations are necessary to create voices
with limited resources across a wider variety of expressive
styles, seeking to further improve naturalness without harm-
ing expressiveness.
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